Jessica Stollings offers five, 90-minute speaking sessions to help you maximize the strengths of a multi-generational workforce. Each module can stand alone or build on the next. Put them together for a full-day workshop, retreat or ongoing learning series.

**Generations 101 | UNDERSTAND**

How to respectfully engage each generation
- Take-a-ways: Lead, communicate with, and motivate members of each generation
- Topics: generations as a cultural competency

**Generations 201 | APPRECIATE**

How to bring different generations together for innovation
- Take-a-ways: Identify and diffuse cross-generational conflict, evaluate and shift bias, and transform generational friction into opportunity
- Topics: conflict management, conscious and unconscious bias, diversity and inclusion

**Generations 301 | COMMUNICATE**

How to translate your message so everyone can hear and understand
- Take-a-ways: Reach single or multiple generations with the right channels, messages, and visuals
- Topics: targeted and universal communication strategies

**Generations 401 | CULTIVATE**

How to design a culture where all generations thrive
- Take-a-ways: Create a workplace environment conducive for diverse perspectives
- Topics: workplace culture, morale, intergenerational spaces

**Generations 501 | ANTICIPATE & ADAPT**

How to forecast future trends, pivoting where necessary to ensure long-term success
- Take-a-ways: Use a generational lens to envision the workplace of the future, identify where change is needed, and put a plan in place to ensure a smooth transition for your organization and people
- Topics: workplace of the future, change management, knowledge transfer, legacy
Jessica Stollings is a national speaker and author who connects generations to create breakthroughs in the workplace. Often called a “generational translator,” her passion is making sure there is clear understanding and communication between the newest batch of college graduates and the generation of parents and grandparents already in the office. Leaders across the country have built solutions around her ideas.

I first met Jessica Stollings when some Millennials were still in grade school. I was blown away by her insights and I have watched her predictions come through one after another. She is a true thought leader in generational trends.

MARK MONTINI
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER
Floor Coverings International

Jessica does not deliver a canned presentation but is sensitive to the audience make-up and needs. Her obvious attention to detail and her open and engaging delivery style is appreciated. She’s a delight!

CATHY CATE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Leadership Tennessee, College of Leadership & Public Service, Lipscomb University

Jessica Stollings has evolved as an expert in generational work with a focus on helping leaders apply theory and research to everyday operations in order to create the best workplaces and high performing teams! Through her innovative work, Jessica is helping companies transform their workplaces!
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Tennessee Government | SPHR, SHRMSCP, IPMASCP
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Jessica Stollings led our executive retreat and leadership sessions. Her work continues to have an impact on me and our colleagues. She was a major contributor to our success in being recognized nationally for our work in diversity.
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(Ranked 3rd in Forbes’ Best Employers for Diversity)
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